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ABSTRACT

When a uniform magnetic field is applied to a single electron in 2 and 3D
continuous and elastically deformable medium, a polaronic self localisation occurs at
any small coupling although it does not without magnetic Held. In 3D there is also a first
order transition as a function of the magnetic field corresponding to the collapse of the
large polaron into a small polaron. The discrete lattice effect were numerically
investigated in 2D for completing this picture. It is suggested that strong anisotropies in
real systems could brought these phenomena in the physically observable range.

1. Introduction

This work continues early studies on structures with many polarons and bipolarons
1 2at large electron-phonon coupling without and with magnetic field ' . Highly non-linear

effects related with the formation of chaotic metastable structures were proven to exist. In

ID systems, interesting structures due to a Zeeman effect of the magnetic field were also

found . The scope of this paper will be limited to the orbital effect of a magnetic Field on

the ground-state of a single electron locally coupled to an elastic classical field. This field

can represent for example the local deformation of a crystal corresponding to an optical

phonon. It turns out that the weak coupling limit of this model which can be described by a

continuum model (the Non-linear Schroedinger Equation with a magnetic field) has also

interesting features. We focus first on the two and three dimensional models considered

within the continuum approximation and we shall connect the results with those obtained in

the large coupling case. It turns out that the weak coupling limit which is describable by a

continuum model (the Non-linear Schroedinger Equation with a magnetic field) has also

interesting features. A single electron with wave-function *F(r), is submitted to a uniform

magnetic field M (assumed to be in the z direction) and is locally and linearly coupled to a

deformable scalar field u(r) by a coupling constant X. Its Hamiltonian is

(mass me, electric charge e, c the light velocity). A is the vector potential (curl A= #). The

gauge is chosen such that

^ X \ti0) (2)

The elastic energy of the deformation field is
C
2
?Ju2(r)dr (3)



This 3D version of the Hamiltonian is readily restricted to 2D (and ID) by dropping the z

(and y) component in r, p= - i and A. (In ID, the magnetic field has no orbital effect and A

can be dropped). The ground-state of the system is obtained by minimising the total energy

<*>v( («(r)}, {¥(r)}) = Oels t ({u(r)})+ <¥(r)l H^ f¥(r) > (4)

both over the normalised functions *F(r) and deformation field u(r). If the absolute

minimum is obtained for a (normalised) square summable wave function *P(r) and a non

vanishing field u(r), we say that the electron forms a polaron. It is convenient to minimise

first with respect to u(r) which yields
9Ov({u(r)}) 2

3U = C u(r) + X mr)\2 = 0 (5)

Substituting u(r) = - X./C l*F(r)l in (4), the new variational form becomes a

function of the normalised wave-function *F(r) which can be split in two parts

OvOF) = OK OF) + Op OF) (6)

with O^ the "kinetic energy"

s ; ( p + c A ) 2

and Op the potential energy

Op = - 2c J l*F(r)l4 dr (8)

Note that O R is always positive while Op is always negative.

2. Absence of Polaron without Magnetic Field in 2D and 3D

When there is no magnetic field in that model, it is well known that a single

electron self localises as a polaron only in the ID model. This can be easily shown with

the scaling argument due to Emin and Holstein (1976). Let us assume that *F(r) is a

normalised wave function which minimises (6) and consider the family of rescaled

normalised wave functions

*£(0 =5'd/2 ¥(!•/§ (9)

The kinetic energy (7) (A=0) is rescaled as

and the potential energy (8) as

OpCF^) = ^OpOF) (ID

Since *F is assumed to minimise (6), the expression

<&v(^) = ^"2 OK (H') + ^ d Op CF) (12)

considered as a function of 2;, should be minimum for £=1.

In 1 dimension, Ov(40 has indeed a single minimum for £=1 (see fig.l) when

2OK OF) = - Op OP). This absolute minima can be explicitly found as a solution of the ID

standard non-linear Schroedinder equation
u2 X2

" f m A F ' 7T 1V{V) F(r) = E e l F ( r ) (13a)



with *F(r) =
2V2 coshk2r/4

(13b)

n2

^K = " Eel/3 Op = 2 Eel/3 (14)

cannot have any minimum for £=1 (see fig.l)

has two minima at £=0 and £=<» but the

" e i ~ 16 2me

In 3 dimension (and more),

whatever is the wave function VP. Function

absolute minimum is obtained for £=0. This fact would mean that the size of the polaron

collapses to zero in the continuum model which is not physically acceptable. In fact in real

systems, the continuum model is only valid at scale much larger than the size of the unit

cell.
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Figure 1: Sketch ofthe variation ofthe polaron energy versus its scaled
as given by (12)m / dimension and 3 dimensions respectively

Consequently the curve shown fig.2 must be discarded for the values of t, smaller

than or comparable with a cut-off distance which corresponds to a polaron size comparable

with the lattice spacing. In the discrete model which takes into account the crystal

periodicity, there is a first order transition between the extended electron (Z,=°°) and the

"so-called" small polaron (£=0) as a function of this coupling. At small coupling, the

electron remains extended while at strong enough coupling, the electron collapses into a

small polaron. In fact, this existence of small polaron was already proven at large coupling,
2

any electron density and any dimension without and with a magnetic field . In 3D, this
collapse transition roughly occurs when the length £2 = ^ °V(C n ) becomes comparable

with the lattice spacing but we have not yet perform a numerical analysis of this

phenomena on a discrete lattice.

The 2 dimensional case (d =2) is marginal but turns out to be similar to the higher

dimensional case. The variational energy (12) is proportional to £" with coefficient

OVCF) = <t>K?¥) + J |V¥I2 dr - ^ J dr. The constant

} J lVcp(x,y)l2 dx dyj J l(p(x,y)l2 dx dy
KC = Min 7

q>(x,y) 11 l(p(xy)l
(15)



defined as the minimum over all functions (p(x,y) (real or complex) such that the three

integrals in (15) over the whole plane (x,y) be defined, is proven to be non zero. In

addition, there exists no function which yields the minimum 1^. More precisely, we have

the inequality K<KC<2K (16)

but we estimate 1^=1.92 JC. At small coupling, when meX
2/(Ch'2) = K < K̂ . ,<$(¥) is positive

for any normalised *P and the minimum of ^ y ^ ^ ) is reached for £=<». No polaron exists.

At large coupling, when meA.2/(Cn2) = K > Kc, there exists W such that <&(¥) < 0. The

minimum of OVCF^) is reached for £=0. The size of the polaron collapses to zero.

The transition at Kc obtained in the continuous model does exists in discrete model

as shown fig.3 for the (discrete) adiabatic Holstein model in 2d

^ v ^ l " 2 ! +Eel(KD (17)
n

with

m

(18)
where mvn means the set of sites m connected to n). A polaronic

solution is found as a local minima of the energy Oy down to k=2.4 but it has more energy

than the extended electron for k<2.58. Fig.2 shows that there exists a first order transition

at k=2.58 between a small polaron at large k and an extended electron.
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Figure 2: Energy of a polaron versus the electron-phonon coupling compared to those of

an extended electron, in the discrete adiabatic Holstein model (17){numerical calculation)

3- Polarons in a Magnetic Field

When, the magnetic field is non zero, we find that the polaron forms at any electron

phonon coupling. Taking the cyclotron radius ^ as the length unit

,2 2c n 2 ri2

meriu)c

and the cyclotron energy

me c
= 2

(19)

(20)



as the energy unit, the variational energies can be written as OK = <4/l H^^^ with

HK = - i ( ( | - i y ) 2
 + ( | + i x ) 2

+ g ) (21)

and ®p = -% j l*F(r)l4dr (22)

with the dimensionless constant (d=2 or 3)

^ 2 m e 2X2

2 J2
In 2 dimensions, K =X me/(Ch ) does not depend on the magnetic field "H while in 3
dimensions, it does. It is then convenient to use the characteristic length

^ m t • %7
i n o r d e r t o n a v e K =%2 Pi

Cn ĉ
Extremalisation of Op+<I>K yields the non-linear Schroedinger equation in a magnetic field

•\ f ( ^ - i y ) 2 + ( | ^ + i x ) 2 + ^ V - I|VF|2^=Eei^ <25>
where Eej=<I>K+24>p. It is convenient to use the cylindrical coordinates r,8,z instead of

(x,y,z) and to set vP(r)=(p(r,9,z) exp i co(r,0,z) where <p(r,9,z) and co(r,0,z) are real functions.

3.1. Polarons in 2 dimensions

In the 2 dimensional case, the variable z is dropped. For studying the possible

existence of polaron when the magnetic field is not zero, let us assume the existence of a

normalised function *F which minimises <I>V and as in the case with no magnetic field, let

us consider the family of normalised functions obtained by the change of scale % on r

4^(r) = 4^(r/S,e)/$ (26)

The potential energy becomes
Op (4^)= OpCF)/42 (27)

and the kinetic energy <I>K (H^) = 0>K 0 CF)^ 2 + £ ^QV) + <H2W) (28)

where ^KQQV) = \ J IV*FI2rdrd9 ( 2 9 a )

q>2 r3 dr d8 (29b)

drde (29c)

If there exists H^r.e) such that GKQQV) + <DP OF) < 0, the minimum of <I>p QVQ +<DK

is obtained only at 4=0 and the polaron collapses into a point. When K<KC (*<. is given by

(15) and is independent of the magnetic field), <t>KoCF)+ <I>p OF) is always positive. The

minimum of ^ ( ^ +<I>K QV^) can be obtained at ^=1 as shown fig.3.

The optimal function *F which yields the absolute minimum of OyOF) has not been

explicitly calculated. Assuming that the rotational symmetry of the polaron is not broken,



,9 which can be reasonably well approximate by a gaussian radial function
(30)

where £ is obtained by minimising <t>y over ^ Then, we find

and

0

(31)
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Figure 3 Sketch of the variation of the polaron energy in 2D versus its scale

as given by (\2) for

Let us note that this wave function (30) becomes an exact eigen function in the limit

K small. The radius £.£c of the polaron is smaller than the cyclotron radius ^ . The

polaron energy in cyclotron energy units n coc, is smaller than the energy 1/2. li G^ of the I s

Landau level. The localisation energy gain of a polaron is a fraction of the cyclotron energy

and thus should be physically relevant in real 2D systems with the presently available

largest magnetic field (40 T) and at low temperature. Another relevant consequence is the

diamagnetism reduction of a two dimensional electron in a magnetic field due to the

electron-phonon coupling by a factor * (1-K/2TC+...).

Unlike the continuum model where the polaron collapses smoothly at K=KC, the

collapse transition of the polaron is found to be a first order transition between a large and

a small polaron on a discrete lattice. This collapse transition becomes the transition

between an extended electron and a small polaron shown fig.2 when there is no magnetic

field (^c=°°). In addition, the critical value of the coupling k^^) is found to depend on the

magnetic field 'H and the critical line kc(#) ends at a critical point kc(^.) beyond the

transformation between a large and a small polaron is smooth (see fig.4). The result shown

fig.4 were numerically calculated for the 2D Holstein with a magnetic field measured by

its flux in the unit cell of the lattice counted in quantum flux units 7Ch/e. Note that on a 2D

discrete lattice, the formation of polarons at larger magnetic fields depends whether the

number of quantum fluxes per plaquette is rational or not. A complex phase diagram in

(k,#) has been calculated5 where the scheme of fig.4 is reproduced self-similarly at all

rational fluxes.
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Figure 4: F/r^f order transition line with end point between a large and a small polaron in

the 2D Holstein model (17) with a magnetic field (numerical calculation)

3.2. Polarons in 3D

The method for studying the polaronic localisation of an electron in the 3D model is

the same as those used above in the 2D model except that we consider two different

changes of scale % and £,z for the xy plane and the z direction respectively. We consider the

family of wave functions

^ (32)

$z) O3a)

(33b)

with potential energy <Dp 0F^z(r,e,z)) = - K

with

and kinetic energy

with

rdrdOdz

4

^ r d r d G d z

(34)

(35a)

(35b)

OF) and <DK20F) are defined by (29b) and (29c) with in addition an integration on dz.

The extremalisation of OVCF^ ^(r,e,z)) = <DpCF̂  ̂ (r,e,z)) +<&KW££(T#,Z)) with

respect to ^z yields

and

(36)

(37)



We prove the existence of a non vanishing constant KC such that for K<KC.,

always has a local minima for a non zero £ for any function ^(r.e.z) (see fig.5a),

while for K>KC3, there exists ^(r.G.z) such that this curve has no local minima (fig.5b).

Consequently when K-OC^, the 3D continuum model in a magnetic field has a polaronic

metastable state which disappears for 1 0 ^ . Choosing a gaussian function for1?, we can

(38)

(39)

estimate KC = 2.48 K. We also find in cyclotron radius units the polaron size
K2

2 TC3 l

and its energy in cyclotron energy unit n coc,

<DV =1/2(1-5
71"

Remember now that K=^2/^C
 IS proportional the square root of magnetic field "H.

Consequently, at small field the diamagnetism of an electron in 3D obtained from (39) is

found to be the same as without electron-phonon coupling but reduces while 9( increases.
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Figure 5: Sketch of the variation of the Polaron energy in 3D versus its scale ^

for «KcJa)andfor yov^Jb)

Taking into account the lattice periodicity, we saw in section 2 that when ^2 *s n o t t o °

large compared to the lattice spacing, the polaronic self localisation does not occur in 3D.

When the magnetic field is applied, we form a large polaron initially as prolate ellipsoid

lengthened along the z direction and which continuously shrinks into an oblate ellipsoid

perpendicular to this z direction. When the magnetic field increases so that K becomes

comparable to ^» a first order transition corresponding to the collapse of the large polaron

into a small polaron occurs.

4. Concluding Remarks

This collapse transition predicted for a 3D electron, is in principle observable in

real crystals when the cyclotron radius 4C becomes comparable with %2 o r equivalently with

the lattice spacing but up to now, such values of the magnetic field are by far unreachable



in ordinary isotropic systems. However, the role of the crystal anisotropy has not been

considered here. In very anisotropic systems (built for example with conducting chains or

layers), the formation of structures with large polarons becomes much easier. In addition

the critical value of the magnetic field for the collapse transition, is sharply reduced and

could reach the critical magnetic fields required for an observation. Another interesting

situation is found in 2D conducting systems at the interface between two semiconductors

which are used for studying the quantum Hall effect. These interfaces are not strictly 2D

layers but have a non negligible thickness in the perpendicular direction (e.g. about 50 A)

which plays an important role in the polaron localisation. The first order transition

associated with the collapse of polarons, should appear experimentally as a sharp metal-

insulator transition.

We also study the same models with many electrons mostly in 2D (within the

Bargman-Fock space formalism). The formation of arrays of polarons (Spin-Charge

Density Waves) is found to always reduces the energy of the system no matter how weak is

the electron-phonon coupling. Moreover, in the absence of Coulomb electron-electron

repulsion, the minimum of energy is obtained when there is a phase separation between

phases with different electronic densities. However, this result is not physically realistic

since the Coulomb interactions should better favour a Spin-Charge Density Wave with

uniform density. Its wave-length should be comparable with the cyclotron radius length

which is quite large at the microscopic scale. This approach for the formation of SDW-

CDW in a magnetic field appears to be quite different from those of Gork'ov and Lebed' .

Our studies shall be extendible (with some changes) to other physical models, when

for example deformation field corresponds to acoustic phonons or when the electron

interacts with a polarisable dielectric which involves long range interactions. In this later

case, the polaron forms at any dimension without magnetic field, but however the collapse

transition at large magnetic field should still occur.
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